To understand better this phase of the sarcophagus's making, it is necessary to examine a part of the Badminton sarcophagus that is often overlooked in the literature-its back. In this essay I shall consider the numerous markings found on the back of the Badminton casket as technical evidence for its production. Although some of these markings remain problematic in their interpretation, it will be argued that the back preserves a scheme followed by the Badminton workshop in working out the complex figural design of the front. The way in which it would have been used by the sculptors confirms long-standing speculation about the technical processes of Roman relief-carving and also has implications for the artistic direction of Roman art during the third century.
To understand better this phase of the sarcophagus's making, it is necessary to examine a part of the Badminton sarcophagus that is often overlooked in the literature-its back. In this essay I shall consider the numerous markings found on the back of the Badminton casket as technical evidence for its production. Although some of these markings remain problematic in their interpretation, it will be argued that the back preserves a scheme followed by the Badminton workshop in working out the complex figural design of the front. The way in which it would have been used by the sculptors confirms long-standing speculation about the technical processes of Roman relief-carving and also has implications for the artistic direction of Roman art during the third century. tion to the architectural features of the tomb where the sarcophagus originally stood.8 The present appearance, however, becomes more understandable if the sarcophagus is recognized as a reused block of marble that originally formed part of an entablature. The smooth lower zone of the sarcophagus preserves the finish of its frieze, while the roughly pointed upper zone is all that remains of its cornice.9 Originally carved with moldings that projected beyond what is preserved on the sarcophagus, the cornice was roughly hacked off to create an even, unadorned surface. When seen under raking light (as in Figure 2) , moreover, the cornice clearly reveals traces of the three moldings that once ran horizontally across the length of the block. It can be imagined that a relatively narrow molding, such as egg and dart, filled the upper and lower zones and a taller molding, such as lotus and palmette, dentils, or acanthus rinceaux, was carved between them in the middle, but no conclusive evidence remains.
Recognizing that the sarcophagus was carved from a reused block is useful in several respects. Most important, it explains the presence of the smoothed back, an otherwise excessive expenditure of labor for no obvious purpose. And it also explains the smoothed bottom of the chest (which is now supported by the four black marble balls added at Badminton Hall in the eighteenth century).10 Of no use to a sarcophagus-and thus somewhat anomalous-this finished lower surface fits readily into an architectural context where it was either visible or closely joined to other elements. An earlier existence as a carved entablature block also helps to explain the rough treatment of the ends of the various zones of the back. Deliberate breakage has truncated preexisting bands: the smooth bottom zone has been obviously broken at its left end (when seen from the front, the sarcophagus's right side), whereas a series of drill holes have terminated the left end of the projecting zone above.
Several other instances of the reuse of architectural marbles for funerary reliefs are known. A child's sarcophagus in Djursholm (Sweden) was carved during Hadrianic times from an unfinished entablature block," and the lid of a sarcophagus in San Antonio was carved from a row of coffers.'2 For a grave relief belonging to a merchant in Ostia a small block carved with a cyma reversa was reused in the Severan period.'3 In comparison with the Badminton chest, however, these parallels represent Figure 2 , the channels begin at the upper edge of the sarcophagus and extend for 12 centimeters down the face of the chest. Similar channels are found on numerous caskets, where they are explained as the bedding for metal clamps often used to join a sarcophagus to its lid.26 Although the channels of the Badminton sarcophagus lack the depth or careful cutting typical of these clamp settings, it is possible that the entire clamp did not rest against the marble, but only its ends. Sarcophagi in Boston and London preserve this form of clamp.27 Alternately, they may represent the "gripping points" for the tackle used in hoisting heavy stone blocks. According to this interpretation, the cuttings would have stabilized different pieces of the hoisting apparatus: in the dowellike holes, a metal hook, and in the channels, the ropes to which the hooks were Thus circles are drawn in a variety of ancient contexts ranging from architecture to wall decoration to sculpture to metalwork. They may preserve a specific design, as they do at Delos or Sardis, or they may simply mark off specific units of measure, as on the column shafts. In the absence of any precise parallel-the Badminton circles do not inscribe rosettes in the same manner as the drawings at Didyma, nor do they form concentric circles that look like those of the Baltimore sarcophagus-we cannot rely on extant comparisons and instead must formulate an explanation particular to the Badminton block itself, where the evidence is mixed. That at least one of the circles (placed on the far lower right of the back) was drawn by a compass whose center was located on a part of the block that is now missing would seem to suggest that the circles (or at least some of them) date from a time before the block was cut down and carved as a sarcophagus. Yet it is difficult to know what to make of this circle (or, more properly, half circle), for it appears never to have been completed at the bottom. If the block on which it was inscribed sat on top of an architrave, the circle could not have continued through the molded edge between them. In relying almost exclusively on the compass to execute these drafted plans, the Badminton workshop acknowledged the capability of this simple tool 
